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Using a sample of 3.8 Mc(2S) events accumulated with the BES detector, the processc(2S)
→p1p2J/c is studied. The angular distributions are compared with the general decay amplitude analysis of
Cahn. We find that the dipion system requires someD wave amplitude, as well asSwave. On the other hand,
the J/c2(p1p2) relative angular momentum is consistent with being pureS wave. The decay distributions
have been fit to heavy quarkonium models, including the Novikov-Shifman model. This model, which is
written in terms of the parameterk, predicts thatD wave pions should be present. We determinek50.183
60.00260.003 based on the jointmpp2cosup* distribution. The fraction ofD wave amplitude as a function
of mpp is found to decrease with increasingmpp , in agreement with the model. We have also fit the
Mannel-Yan model, which is another model that allowsD wave pions.

PACS number~s!: 13.20.Gd, 12.38.Qk, 13.25.Gv
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I. INTRODUCTION

Transitions between boundcc̄ states as well as betwee
bb̄ states provide an excellent laboratory for studying he
quark-antiquark dynamics at short distances. Here we s
the processc(2S)→p1p2J/c, which is the largest deca

*Deceased.
0556-2821/2000/62~3!/032002~12!/$15.00 62 0320
y
dy

mode of thec(2S) @1#. The dynamics of this process can b
investigated using very clean exclusivec(2S)
→p1p2J/c, J/c→ l 1l 2 events, wherel signifies eithere
or m.

Early investigation of this decay by Mark I@2# found that
the p1p2 mass distribution was strongly peaked towar
higher mass values, in contrast with what was expected f
phase space. Further, angular distributions strongly favo
S-wave production ofppJ/c, as well as anS-wave decay of
©2000 The American Physical Society02-1
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the dipion system.
The challenge of describing the mass spectrum has

tracted considerable theoretical interest. Brown and Cahn@3#
and Voloshin@4# used chiral symmetry arguments and p
tially conserved axial vector currents~PCAC! to derive a
matrix element. Assuming chiral symmetry breaking to
small, Brown and Cahn showed the decay amplitude for
process involves three parameters, which are the coeffici
of three different momentum-dependent terms. If two of
parameters vanish, then the remaining term would giv
peak at high invariant mass along with the isotropicS-wave
behavior. In a more general analysis, Cahn@5# calculated the
angular distributions in terms of partial-wave amplitudes
agonal in orbital and spin angular momentum.

These transitions are thought to occur in a two step p
cess by the emission of two gluons followed by hadroni
tion to pion pairs, as indicated in Fig. 1. Because of the sm
mass difference involved, the gluons are soft and canno
handled by perturbative QCD. However, Gottfried@6# sug-
gested that the gluon emission can be described by a m
pole expansion with the gluon fields being expanded i
multipole series similar to electromagnetic transitions.
cluding the leading chromoelectricE1E1 transition, T. M.
Yan @7# determined that one of the terms that Brown a
Cahn took to be zero should have a small but nonzero va
Voloshin and Zakharov@8# and later, in a revised analysi
Novikov and Shifman@9# worked out the second step, th
pion hadronization matrix element using current algeb
PCAC, ~partial conservation of axial vector current!, and
gauge invariance. They were able to derive an amplitude
this process from ‘‘first principles.’’ Interestingly, Ref.@9#
predicts that while the decay should be predominantlyS
wave, a smallD wave component should be present in t
dipion system.

All models predict the spectrum to peak at high mass a
does inc(2S)→p1p2J/c andY(2S)→ppY(1S). How-
ever,Y(3S)→p1p2Y(1S) @10# has a peak at low mass, a
well as a peak at high mass, that disagrees with these pre
tions. See Ref.@10# for a list of theory papers that attempt
deal with this problem.

FIG. 1. Diagram ofc(2S)→p1p2J/c decay process, showin
it as a two-step process with the emission of two gluons follow
by hadronization to pion pairs.
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In this paper, we will study the decay distributions of th
c(2S)→p1p2J/c process and use them to test mode
The events come from a data sample of 3.83106 c(2S)
decays taken with the BES detector.

II. THE BES DETECTOR

The Beijing Spectrometer, BES, is a conventional cyl
drical magnetic detector that is coaxial with the BEPC c
liding e1e2 beams. It is described in detail in Ref.@11#. A
four-layer central drift chamber~CDC! surrounding the
beampipe provides trigger information. Outside the CDC,
40-layer main drift chamber~MDC! provides tracking and
energy-loss (dE/dx) information on charged tracks ove
85% of the total solid angle. The momentum resolution
sp /p51.7%A11p2 (p in GeV/c), and thedE/dx resolu-
tion for hadron tracks for this data sample is;9%. An array
of 48 scintillation counters surrounding the MDC provid
measurements of the time-of-flight~TOF! of charged tracks
with a resolution of;450 ps for hadrons. Outside the TO
system, a 12 radiation length lead-gas barrel shower cou
~BSC!, operating in self-quenching streamer mode, measu
the energies of electrons and photons over 80% of the t
solid angle. The energy resolution issE /E522%/AE (E in
GeV!. Surrounding the BSC is a solenoidal magnet that p
vides a 0.4 T magnetic field in the central tracking region
the detector. Three double layers of proportional chamb
instrument the magnet flux return~MUID ! and are used to
identify muons of momentum greater than 0.5 GeV/c.

III. EVENT SELECTION

In order to study the processc(2S)→p1p2J/c, we use
the very cleanc(2S)→p1p2J/c, J/c→ l 1l 2 sample. The
initial event selection is the same as in Ref.@12#. We require
four tracks total with the sum of the charge equal zero.

A. Pion selection

We require a pair of oppositely charged candidate p
tracks with good helix fits that satisfy the following.

~1! ucosupu,0.75. Hereup is the polar angle of thep in
the laboratory system.

~2! pp,0.5 GeV/c, wherepp is the pion momentum.
~3! pxyp.0.1 GeV/c, wherepxyp is the momentum of

the pion transverse to the beam direction. This remo
tracks that circle in the main drift chamber.

~4! cosupp,0.9, whereupp is the laboratory angle be
tween thep1 andp2. This cut is used to eliminate contam
nation from misidentifiede1e2 pairs fromg conversions.

~5! 3.0,mrecoil,3.2 GeV/c2, wheremrecoil is the mass
recoiling against the dipion system.

~6! uxp
dE/dxu,3.0. xp

dE/dx5(dE/dx)meas2(dE/dx)exp/s,
where (dE/dx)meas and (dE/dx)exp are the measured an
expecteddE/dx energy losses for pions, respectively, ands
is the experimentaldE/dx resolution.

d
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B. Lepton selection

The lepton tracks must satisfy the following.
~1! 0.5,pl,2.5 GeV/c. Herepl is the three-momentum

of the candidate lepton track.
~2! ucosueu,0.75, ucosumu,0.60. Hereue andum are the

laboratory polar angles of the electron and muon, resp
tively. This cut ensures that electrons are contained in
BSC and muons in the MUID system.

~3! cosul1l2
cm

,20.975. This is the cosine of the angle b
tween the two leptons in theJ/c CM, where the leptons are
nearly back-to-back.

~4! pl 1 or pl 2.1.3 GeV/c or pl 11pl 2.2.4 GeV/c.
This cut selects events consistent withJ/c decay, while re-
jecting background.

~5! For e1e2 candidate pairs:SCE1 and SCE2

.0.6 GeV/c, where SCE is the energy deposited in th
BSC, or, if one of the tracks goes through a BSC rib or h
Pl,0.8 GeV/c, thedE/dx information of both tracks in the
MDC must be consistent with that expected for electro
The rib region of the BSC is not used because the Mo
Carlo does not model the energy deposition well in this
gion.

~6! For m1m2 pair candidates at least one track mu
haveNhit.1, whereNhit is the number of MUID layers with
matched hits and ranges from 0 to 3. If only one track
identified in this fashion, then the invariant mass of themm
pair must also be within 250 MeV/c2 of the J/c mass.

C. Additional criteria

Figure 2~a! shows themrecoil distribution using the cuts
defined above. The shoulder above theJ/c peak is caused by
low-energy pions that undergop→mn decay. We impose
additional selection criteria in order to reduce the amoun

FIG. 2. ~a! Number of events versusmrecoil , the mass recoiling
against the twop ’s, for c(2S)→p1p2J/c, J/c→ l 1l 2 events
where only the initial selection criteria~see text! are used.~b! Num-
ber of events versusmrecoil where all criteria are used except for th
final mrecoil cut.
03200
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mismeasured events from these and from other events w
the J/c undergoes final-state radiation or where electro
radiate much of their energy. These cuts are necessary
comparisons with theoretical models.

~1! The p ’s must be consistent with coming from th
interaction point.

~2! 3.07,mrecoil,3.12 GeV/c2.
~3! uml 1 l 22mJ/cu,0.25 GeV/c2, whereml 1 l 2 is the in-

variant mass of the two leptons.
Figure 2b shows themrecoil distribution using all cuts

except the additionalmrecoil cut ~additional cut number 2!. A
total of 22.8 K events remains after all cuts, and the ba
ground remaining is estimated to be less than 0.3%.

IV. MONTE CARLO PROGRAM

The process is considered to take place via seque
two-body decays:c(2S)→X1J/c, X→p1p2, and J/c
→ l 1l 2. The Monte Carlo program assumes the following

~1! The mass of the dipion system is empirically given

ds

dmpp
} ~phase space!3~mpp

2 24mp
2 !2.

~2! The orbital angular momentum between the dipi
system and theJ/c and between thep ’s in the p1p2 sys-
tem is 0.

~3! TheX and theJ/c are uniformly distributed in cosu in
the incominge1e2 rest frame, which is the same as th
laboratory frame.

~4! Thep ’s are uniformly distributed in cosup* , whereup*
is the angle between theJ/c direction and thep1 in the X
rest frame.

~5! Leptons have a 11cos2ul* distribution, whereu l* is
the angle between the beam direction and the positive lep
in the J/c rest frame.

~6! The J/c decay has an ordera3 final-state radiative
correction in the rest frame of theJ/c.

A total of 570 000 Monte Carlo events are generated e
for the c(2S)→p1p2J/c, J/c→e1e2 and c(2S)
→p1p2J/c, J/c→m1m2 samples.

In order to compare with theoretical models, the expe
mental distributions must be corrected for detection e
ciency. To determine this correction, Monte Carlo data is
through the same analysis program as the data. A bin-by
efficiency correction is then determined for each distribut
of interest using the generated and detected Monte C
data. This efficiency is then used to correct each bin of
data distributions@13#.

A comparison of some distributions with the Monte Car
distributions is shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 3~a! indicates that the
mpp distribution agrees qualitatively with the assumed e
pirical distribution @14#. Figure 3~b! indicates agreemen
with the assumed 11cos2ul* distribution for leptons in
c(2S)→p1p2J/c, J/c→ l 1l 2 events. The flat distribution
in Fig. 3~c! is related to the assumption that the relati
angular momentum between the dipion system and theJ/c is
zero. However, in Fig. 3~d!, which is the cosup1* distribution,
we find a disagreement with the Monte Carlo data, indicat
2-3
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that the relative angular momentum of the twop ’s is incon-
sistent with being purelyS wave.

Figure 4 shows thef angle distributions for thel 1 in the
lab; theJ/c in the lab; thep1 in the rest frame of the dipion
system,fp1; and the angle between the normals to themm
plane and thepp plane.

fp15arctanF @(X̂ 3̂ ẑ)3X̂
ˆ

#•pp1̂

~X̂3 ẑ!̂•pp1̂

G .

All distributions are uniform in angle, consistent with th
Monte Carlo distributions.

Since Fig. 3~d! indicates an inadequacy with the Mon
Carlo, it is necessary to correct our bin-by-bin efficien
determination in our following studies. We use the Noviko

FIG. 3. Various distributions~corrected for detection efficiency!
for c(2S)→p1p2J/c, J/c→ l 1l 2 decays.~a! mp1p2 distribu-
tion. The distribution is in reasonable agreement with the assu
empirical distribution.~b! cosul* distribution. The assumed distri
bution is a 11cos2ul* distribution. This angle is the angle betwee
the beam direction and thel 1 in the rest frame of theJ/c. ~c! cosuX

distribution. This is the cosine of the angle of the dipion syst
with respect to thee1e2 direction in the incominge1e2 c.m. sys-
tem. The distribution for Monte Carlo data is flat because of
S-wave assumption for the relative angular momentum of the dip
system and theJ/c. ~d! cosup1* distribution. This is the cosine o
the angle of thep1 with respect to theJ/c direction in the dipion
rest frame. The Monte Carlo distribution is flat because of the
sumption that the relative angular momentum of thep ’s is Swave.
The data agree well with the Monte Carlo except in~d!.
03200
-

Shifman model~discussed below!, which gives a reasonabl
approximation to the data, to determine a weighting
Monte Carlo events so that the proper efficiency is de
mined as a function of cosup* andmpp .

V. ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS AND PARTIAL
WAVE ANALYSIS

In this section, we fit our angular distributions using t
general decay amplitude analysis of Cahn@5#. The c(2S)
andJ/c haveJP512 and I GC5022, while the dipion sys-
tem hasI GC5011. At an e1e2 machine, thec(2S) is pro-
duced with polarization transverse to the beam. The deca
c(2S) can be described by the quantum numbers:lW is the
pp angular momentum,LW is theJ/c X angular momentum,
sW is the spin of theJ/c, sW8 is the spin of thec(2S). Defining
SW 5sW1 lW, called the channel spin, thensW 85SW 1LW 5sW1 lW1LW .
An eigenstate ofJ25s82, L2, S2, andJz may be constructed
Parity conservation and charge conjugation invariance
quire bothL and l to be even.

The decay can be described in terms of partial-wave a
plitudes,Ml ,L,S , and the partial waves can be truncated af
a few terms. Considering onlyM001, M201, andM021 @15#:

ed

e
n

s-

FIG. 4. Azimuthal angle distributions~corrected for detection
efficiency! for c(2S)→p1p2J/c, J/c→ l 1l 2 decays.~a! The f
angle distribution for thel 1 in the lab.~b! Thef angle distribution
for X in the lab. ~c! The f angle distribution for thep1 in the
dipion rest frame.~d! The distribution of the angle between th
normals to themm plane and thepp plane.
dG

dVJ/c
}F uM001u21uM201u21

1

4
uM021u2~523 cos2uJ/c* !1

1

A2
R$M021M001* %~3 cos2uJ/c* 21!G , ~1!
2-4
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dG

dVp
}F uM001u21

1

4
uM201u2~523 cos2up* !1uM021u21

1

A2
R$M201M001* %~3 cos2up* 21!G , ~2!

dG

dVm
}F uM001u2~11cos2um* !1

1

10
~ uM201u21uM021u2!~131cos2um* !G . ~3!

The dV ’s are measured in their respective rest frames. It is understood that theMl ,L,S are functions ofmpp . The combined
up2uJ/c distribution is given by

dG

dVpdVJ/c
}uM001u21uM201u2S 5

4
2

3

4
cos2up* D1uM021u2S 5

4
2

3

4
cos2uJ/c* D12 R$M201M001* %F 1

&
S 3

2
cos2up* 2

1

2D G
12 R$M021M001* %F 1

&
S 3

2
cos2uJ/c* 2

1

2D G12 R$M201M021* %F9

8
sin2up* sin2uJ/c* cos 2~fp* 2fJ/c* !

1
9

16
sin 2up* sin 2uJ/c* cos~fp* 2fJ/c* !1

1

2 S 3

2
cos2up* 2

1

2D S 3

2
cos2uJ/c* 2

1

2D G . ~4!

A. Fits to one-dimensional„1D… angular distributions

There are three complex numbers to be obtained. According to Cahn, if thec(2S) andJ/c are regarded as inert, then th

usual final-state argument givesMl ,L,S5eid l
0(mpp)uMl ,L,Su, whered l

0(mpp) is the isoscalar phase shift for quantum numbel.
The phase angles are functions ofmpp . If we interpolate theS wave, isoscalar phase-shift data found in Ref.@16#, we find
d0

0'45°. Alsod2
0 is supposed to be'0. Using these values as input, we obtain the combined fit to Eqs.~1!–~3!, shown in Fig.

5 @17#, and the results given in Table I. Also given in Table I are the ratiosuM201u/uM001u and uM021u/uM001u. The fit yields a

FIG. 5. Simultaneous fits (x2) to three 1D histograms of~a! cosum* , ~b! cosuX* , and~c! cosup* using Eqs.~3!, ~1!, and~2!, respectively.
The phase shifts used ared0

0545° andd2
050°.
032002-5
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nonzero result foruM201u, indicating that the dipion system contains someD wave component. The amplitudeuM021u is very
small, indicating that theJ/cX angular momentum is consistent with zero.

Cahn points out that one of the advantages of the processc(2S)→p1p2J/c is that it may allow us to obtaind0
0, which

is not well measured in this mass range. However, we are unable to obtain a good fit allowingd0
0 as an additional paramete

@18#.

B. Fits to the 2D distribution

By integrating Eq.~4! over thef angles, we obtain an expression that depends only on cosup* and cosuJ/c* :

dG

d cosup* d cosuJ/c*
}uM001u21uM201u2S 5

4
2

3

4
cos2up* D1uM021u2S 5

4
2

3

4
cos2uJ/c* D12 R$M201M001* %F 1

&
S 3

2
cos2up* 2

1

2D G
12 R$M021M001* %F 1

&
S 3

2
cos2uJ/c* 2

1

2D G1R$M201M021* %F S 3

2
cos2up* 2

1

2D S 3

2
cos2uJ/c* 2

1

2D G . ~5!
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The 2D distribution of cosup* versus cosuJ/c* is fit using this
equation. We assumed0

0545° andd2
050°, as was done pre

viously. Using these values, we obtain the fit values sho
in Table II. If we try to obtaind0

0, we are unable to get a
good fit @18#.

Fits for different mpp intervals are made assumingd2
0

50° and using values ofd0
0 that depend on thempp interval

@19#. The results are shown in Table III, along with the va
ues ofd0

0 used. The ratiosuM201u/uM001u and uM021u/uM001u
do not show large variations between the three intervals,
uM201u/uM001u is inconsistent with zero for all intervals.

In comparing the results from Tables I–III, we see th
uM201u/uM001u varies between 0.12 and 0.18 and is at le
two s from zero. On the other hand,uM021u/uM001u varies
between20.04 and 0.06 and is, in all cases, consistent w
zero.

VI. SYSTEMATIC ERRORS

The systematic errors quoted throughout this paper
determined from the changes in the calculated results du
variations in cuts, binning changes in the fitting procedur
and changes due to making an additional cut to elimin
background. Cut variations include changing the cosup se-

TABLE I. Results of simultaneousx2 fits to the three 1D dis-
tributions of cosum* , cosuX* , and cosup* shown in Fig. 5. The phase
shifts used ared0

0545° andd2
050°. The amplitude normalization

are arbitrary. Two other fit parameters~not shown! are the normal-
izations of the second and third distributions relative to the firs

uM001u 41.660.460.9
uM201u 7.561.461.9
uM021u 20.5660.6060.64
uM201u/uM001u 0.1860.0360.05
uM021u/uM001u 20.01360.01460.015
x2/DOF 89/111
03200
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lection from 0.75 to 0.8, thepxyp cut from 0.1 to 0.08
MeV/c, the cosum cut from 0.6 to 0.65, the cosue cut from
0.75 to 0.7, themrecoil cut to 3.05,mrecoil,3.14, and re-
quiring that both muons be identified by MUID.

Fitted results are sensitive to the region of the histogr
used in the fitting procedure. The changes obtained with
sonable variations in the number of bins used were inclu
in the systematic error.

In addition, the events were fitted kinematically, and ax2

cut was made on the fitted events. Changing themrecoil cut
and cutting on the kinematic fitx2 determines the contribu
tion to the systematic errors due to backgrounds remainin
the event sample. For example, the individual contributio
to the systematic errors for the 2D likelihood fit to cosup*
versus cosuX* results shown in Table II are given in Table IV

VII. COMPARISON WITH HEAVY QUARKONIUM
MODELS

A. Novikov-Shifman model

A model that predicts someD wave amplitude is the
Novikov-Shifman@9# model, which is based on the colo
field multipole expansion to describe the two-gluon emiss
and uses chiral symmetry, current algebra, PCAC, and ga
invariance to obtain the matrix element. In this model t
transition is dominated byE1E1 gluon radiation, so the an

TABLE II. Result of the 2D likelihood fit to cosup* versus
cosuX* using Eq.~5!. The phase shifts used ared0

0545° andd2
0

50°. The amplitude normalizations are arbitrary.

uM001u 13.660.0560.26
uM201u 2.360.360.5
uM021u 0.0560.1660.22
uM201u/uM001u 0.1760.0260.04
uM021u/uM001u 0.00460.0160.02
x2/DOF 457/437
2-6
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TABLE III. Results of the 2D likelihood fits to cosup* versus cosuX* using Eq.~5! for different mpp

intervals. The amplitude normalization is arbitrary. Here the value ofd0
0 used depends on thempp interval.

d2
050.

mpp Range (GeV/c2) 0.36–0.5 0.5–0.54 0.54–0.6
d0

0 used as input 27° 42° 51°

uM001u 8.3660.0460.23 7.4360.0460.14 7.8660.0660.15
uM201u 1.1960.2760.57 0.8960.2960.28 1.3760.3760.56
uM021u 0.5360.1960.43 20.2760.1560.18 0.1460.1560.21
uM201u/uM001u 0.1460.0360.07 0.1260.0460.04 0.1760.0560.07
uM021u/uM001u 0.0660.0260.05 20.0460.0260.03 0.0260.0260.03
x2/DOF 514/437 608/437 545/437
Events 6186 7075 9362
e
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gular momentum of thecc̄ system is not expected to chang
during the decay and the polarization of thec(2S) should be
the same as theJ/c. The model gives the amplitude

A}H q22k~DM !2S 11
2mp

2

q2 D 1
3

2
k@~DM !22q2#

3S 12
4mp

2

q2 D S cos2up* 2
1

3D J , ~6!

where q is the four momentum of the dipion system a
DM5Mc(2S)2MJ/c . The parameterk is given by

k5~b/6p!as~m!rG~m!, ~7!

where b59 is the first expansion coefficient of the Ge
Mann-Low function,rG is the gluon fraction of thep ’s mo-
to

03200
mentum, which is about 0.4, andk is predicted to be'0.15
to 0.2@20#. From Eq.~7!, it can be seen thatk is expected to
be different forc(2S) decays and the decays of other cha
monia, because of the running ofas . The first terms in the
amplitude are theS-wave contribution, and the last term
the D-wave contribution. Note that parity and charge con
gation invariance require that the spin be even. Ifk is non-
zero, it is predicted that there should be someD wave pions.
However, sincek is expected to be small, the process sho
be predominantlyS wave.

The differential cross section is obtained by squaring
amplitude and multiplying by the phase space:

dG

dmppd cosup*
}~PS!3A2, ~8!

where
PS5A~mpp
2 24mp

2 !@MJ/c
4 1Mc(2S)

4 1mpp
4 22~MJ/c

2 mpp
2 1Mc(2S)

2 mpp
2 1MJ/c

2 Mc(2S)
2 !#

4Mc(2S)
2

.

By integrating over one variable at a time, it is possible
obtain the following 1D equations for thempp invariant
mass spectrum and the cosup* distribution:

ds

dmpp
}uqW uA~q224mp

2 !H Fq22k~DM !2S 11
2mp

2

q2 D G 2

10.2k2@~DM !22q2#2S 12
4mp

2

q2 D 2J , ~9!
ds

d cosup*
}H 1.32224.8597k15.1577k211.18296k

3S cos2up* 2
1

3D22.65421k2S cos2up* 2
1

3D
10.3738k2S cos2up* 2

1

3D 2J . ~10!

Thempp distribution is fit using Eq.~9!, as shown in Fig.
6. The fit yieldsk50.18660.003 with ax2/DOF555/45.
2-7
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TABLE IV. Systematic error contributions for the 2D likelihood fit to cosup* versus cosuX* shown in
Table II. The values (D) are the absolute values of the difference in the result obtained with the vari
minus the standard result.

Variation DuM001u DuM201u DuM021u D$uM201u/uM001u% D$uM021u/uM001u%

ucosupu,0.75→0.8 0.107 0.259 0.169 0.0205 0.0125
pxyp.0.1→0.08 0.003 0.269 0.009 0.0198 0.0007
ucosumu,0.60→0.65 0.024 0.085 0.012 0.0065 0.0009
ucosueu,0.75→0.7 0.003 0.036 0.086 0.0027 0.0063
3.05,mrecoil,3.14 0.087 0.035 0.053 0.0036 0.0038
Both muons identified 0.139 0.158 0.039 0.0130 0.0029
Number of bins fitted 0.005 0.120 0.008 0.0089 0.0006
x2 cut 0.169 0.161 0.076 0.0141 0.0057

Total systematic error 0.26 0.46 0.22 0.036 0.016
.

e

ts

a
Th

a
th

r-
in cy,
Fitting the cosu distribution in the region20.8,cosup*
,0.8 using Eq.~10! @21#, we obtain the results shown in Fig
7. The fit yieldsk50.21060.027 with ax2/DOF526/40.

We have also fit the joint cosup* and mpp distribution
@Eq. ~8!#. This approach does not require integrating ov
one of the variables and is sensitive to any cosup*2mpp cor-
relation. Using this approach, we obtain ak50.18360.002
and ax2/DOF51618/1482. The results of the different fi
are in good agreement and are summarized in Table V.

Using Eqs.~6! and~8!, where we write Eq.~6! in terms of

FIG. 6. Fits to thempp distribution. The points are the dat
corrected for efficiency, and the curves are the fit results.
smooth curve is the Novikov-Shifman model@Eq. ~9!#. The long-
dashed and short-dashed curves are the T. M. Yan model with
without higher-order corrections, and the dash-dot curve is
Voloshin-Zakharov model@Eq. ~13!#. Three of the models are
nearly indistinguishable. The T. M. Yan model without highe
order corrections is slightly different. The results are given
Tables V and VII.
03200
r

S-wave andD-wave parts:A5AS1AD , the ratio of the
D-wave transition rate to the total rate can be obtained

RD5

E dq2E
21

1

d cosu~PS!uADu2

E dq2E
21

1

d cosu~PS!uAS1ADu2
.

The limits of theq2 integration areqmin
2 54mp

2 and qmax
2

5(Mc(2S)2MJ/c)2. For the value ofk obtained from the
joint cosup*2mpp fit, we obtainRD50.184%.

The amount ofD wave as a function ofmpp has been fit
using

e

nd
e

FIG. 7. Fits to cosup* distribution. The results are given in
Tables V and VII. The points are the data corrected for efficien
and the curve is the fit result using Eq.~10!.
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N~cosu!}1.012S D

SD S cos2u2
1

3D1S D

SD 2S cos2u2
1

3D 2

.

~11!

The last term corresponds to the amount ofD wave, while
the middle term corresponds to the interference term@22#.
The results are shown in Fig. 8 and in Table VI. The beh
ior of D/S as a function ofmpp is shown in Fig. 9, along
with the prediction of the Novikov-Shifman model.

B. The T. M. Yan and Voloshin-Zakharov models

Other models which describe thempp invariant mass
spectrum are the T. M. Yan model@7# and the Voloshin-
Zakharov model@8#. These models are also based on
color-field multiple expansion. Yan suggests that the de
can be written as

ds

dmpp
}~PS!3F ~mpp

2 22mp
2 !21

B

3A
~mpp

2 22mp
2 !S mpp

2

24mp
2 12K2S 11

2mp
2

mpp
2 D D 1OS B2

A2D G , ~12!

where

K5
Mc(2S)

2 2MJ/c
2 1mpp

2

2Mc(2S)
.

FIG. 8. Fits of cosup* using Eq.~11! as a function ofmpp . The
fit results are shown in Table VI.~a! 0.34,mpp,0.45 GeV/c2, ~b!
0.45,mpp,0.48 GeV/c2, ~c! 0.48,mpp,0.51 GeV/c2, ~d!
0.51,mpp,0.54 GeV/c2, ~e! 0.54,mpp,0.57 GeV/c2, and ~f!
0.57,mpp,0.60 GeV/c2.

TABLE V. Summary ofk values obtained.

Distribution k x2/DOF

mpp ~Fig. 6! 0.18660.00360.006 55/45
cosup* ~Fig. 7! 0.21060.02760.042 26/40
mpp vs cosup* 0.18360.00260.003 1618/1482
03200
-

e
y

The ratio B/A is taken to be a free parameter. The te
O(B2/A2) refers to higher-order~HO! terms.

The Voloshin-Zakharov model calculates the matrix e
ment in the chiral limit,mp50, and then adds a phenomen
logical termlmp

2

ds

dmpp
}~PS!3@mpp

2 2lmp
2 #2. ~13!

The mpp invariant mass spectrum has been fit with the
models, as shown in Fig. 6. As can be seen, the Novik
Shifman and the Voloshin-Zakharov models give nea
identical fits. The T. M. Yan model, neglecting higher-ord
terms does not agree as well with the data. Including
higher-order terms@7#, however, gives a fit result which i
nearly identical to the other two models, as seen in Fig
All the results are summarized in Table VII, along with th
c(2S) results from Argus@23#, which usedc(2S) data from
Mark II. Argus did not fit the T. M. Yan model with the HO
corrections, but the the agreement is good for the fits t
did.

FIG. 9. Plot of the interference termD/S, from Eq.~11! versus
mpp . The smooth curve is the prediction of the Novikov-Shifm
model fork50.183.

TABLE VI. Fit results to cosup* distribution using ax2 fit to Eq.
~11!. The fit also requires a normalization term which is not show

mpp range (GeV/c2) D/S x2/DOF Events

0.34–0.45 0.31960.09760.098 24/37 2016
0.45–0.48 0.08560.06860.036 29/40 1995
0.48–0.51 0.14460.04560.033 33/40 3729
0.51–0.54 0.03760.02560.017 35/48 5620
0.54–0.57 0.06260.02260.017 44/48 6403
0.57–0.60 0.04760.03660.018 48/48 2959
2-9
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C. The Mannel-M. L. Yan model

Mannel has constructed an effective Lagrangian us
chiral symmetry arguments to describe the decay of he
excited S-wave spin-1 quarkonium into a lowerS-wave
spin-1 state@25#. Using total rates, as well as the invaria
mass spectrum from Mark II via ARGUS@23#, the param-
eters of this theory have been obtained. More recently, M
Yan et al. @26# have pointed out that this model allowsD
wave pions, like the Novikov-Shifman model. In this mod
the amplitude can be written@26#

A}H q22c1~q21uqW u2!S 11
2mp

2

q2 D 1c2mp
2 J 1

3

2 F c1uqW u2

3S 12
4mp

2

q2 D G S cos2up* 2
1

3D , ~14!

where

c152
g1

3g S 11
g1

6gD 21

c252S g3

g
2

g1

3g
21D S 11

g1

6gD 21

~15!

and

uqW u5
1

2mc(2S)
$@mc(2S)

2 2~mpp1mJ/c!2#

3@mc(2S)
2 2~mpp2mJ/c!2#%1/2,

q25mpp
2 .

The first term in Eq.~14! is the S-wave term, and the
second is theD-wave term. Note that another constant in t

TABLE VII. Fit results for thempp distribution.

Model BES Argus-MKII @23#

Novikov- k50.18660.00360.006 0.19460.010
Shifman@9# x2/DOF555/45 38/24
T. M. Yan @7# B/A520.22560.00460.028 20.2160.01

x2/DOF584/45
T. M. Yan @7# B/A520.33660.00960.019
~HO! x2/DOF560/45
Voloshin- l54.3560.0660.17
Zakharov@8# x2/DOF569/45
03200
g
y

.

,

effective Lagrangian,g2, has been taken to be zero since it
suppressed by the chiral symmetry breaking scale. This
plitude is similar to Eq.~6! but contains an extra term pro
portional tomp

2 .
We have fit the joint cosup*2mpp distribution using the

amplitude of Eq.~14! @24#, as shown in Fig. 10. We obtain

g1

g
520.4960.0660.13,

g3

g
50.5460.2360.42

with a x2/DOF51632/1481.
In the chiral limit,g350. If we fit with this value forg3,

we obtain

g1

g
520.34760.00660.007

with a x2/DOF51632/1482. The results for both cases a
given in Table VIII, along with the results from Ref.@25#
which are based on ARGUS-Mark II@23#. The results agree
well for theg350 case. The agreement is not as good for
g3Þ0 case, but Ref.@25# used only thempp distribution in

FIG. 10. Fit of the 2D cosup* versusmpp distribution to Eq.
~14!. ~a! The 2D distribution projected inmpp . ~b! The 2D distri-
bution projected in cosup* . The points are the data corrected f
efficiency, and the histogram is the projected fit result.
TABLE VIII. Fit results using Eq.~14!. In the second fit,g3 is set to zero.

g1 /g g3 /g x2/DOF

This Exp. 20.4960.0660.13 0.5460.2360.42 1632/1481
Ref. @25# 21.5560.51 4.0761.56 0.87
This Exp. 20.34760.00660.007 0 1632/1482
Ref. @25# 20.3560.03 0 1.05
2-10
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their fit. In both cases, thex2/DOF is large, and there is n
reason to prefer one fit over the other.

VIII. SUMMARY

In this paper, we have studied the processc(2S)
→p1p2J/c. We find reasonable agreement with a simp
Monte Carlo model except for the distribution of cosup* ,
which is the cosine of the angle of the pion with respect
the J/c direction in the rest frame of thepp system. Some
D wave component is required in addition toS wave.

The angular distributions are compared with the gene
decay amplitude analysis of Cahn. We find th
uM201u/uM001u, which measures theD wave amplitude of the
dipion system relative to theS wave, varies between 0.1
and 0.18 and is at least twos from zero. On the other hand
uM021u/uM001u, which measures theD wave amplitude of the
J/c2X system relative to theSwave, varies between20.04
and 0.06 and is, in all cases, consistent with zero. We
unable to fit for thepp phase-shift angle,d0

0.
A comparison with heavy quarkonium models shows t

the Novikov-Shifman, T. M. Yan~with higher-order correc-
tions!, and Voloshin-Zakharov models give very similar fi
to thempp distribution. All fits yield ax2/DOF larger than
one.

In addition, the Novikov-Shifman model, which is writte
in terms of the parameterk, predicts thatD wave pions
should be present ifk is nonzero. Determinations ofk based
on the cosup* distribution and the jointmpp2cosup* distri-
iu

e

03200
o

al
t

re

t

bution agree with the value obtained from thempp distribu-
tion. The results agree well with the measurement of Arg
using Mark II data.

The cosup* distribution has been fit to determine theD
wave amplitude divided by theS wave amplitude,D/S, as a
function ofmpp . It is found to decrease with increasingmpp

in agreement with the prediction of the Novikov-Shifma
model.

Finally, we have fit ourmpp2cosup* distribution using
the Mannel-Yan model, which also allowsD wave pions. We
find good agreement with their result obtained in the ch
limit where g350 using the Mark II data.
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